Successful pregnancy in a patient with Swyer syndrome, or pure 46,XY gonadal dysgenesis
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Swyer syndrome, or pure 46,XY gonadal dysgenesis, is a rare disorder of sex development, characterised by the failure of sex gland development (ovaries or testes) in a phenotypic female patient. A 24-year-old woman with this syndrome presented at a tertiary academic hospital in South Africa, complaining of primary amenorrhoea and infertility. After gonadectomy and fertility treatment, a rare successful pregnancy outcome was achieved. A patient with Swyer syndrome, in a specialist fertility programme, can maintain a normal pregnancy and delivery.

The condition known as Swyer syndrome or pure 46,XY gonadal dysgenesis is a rare disorder; the exact incidence is unknown. It has been estimated to occur in 1 in 80 000 births. Despite having an XY chromosomal makeup, girls or young women with Swyer syndrome are phenotypically female and have functional female genitalia and associated structures (uterus, fallopian tubes, cervix, vagina), and bilateral rudimentary streak gonads. As such, those with Swyer syndrome are typically raised as female and have a female gender identity, as well as a normal sexual life. Gonadectomy is recommended at the time of diagnosis, owing to the risk of malignant transformation in the gonadal streaks.2,3 A small number of successful pregnancies achieved with oocyte donation have been reported in patients with Swyer syndrome.4,5,6 We add to that record here by reporting a successful pregnancy in a patient with Swyer syndrome after the transfer of an embryo derived from donor eggs. Moreover, we believe that this is the first recorded such case in both South Africa and the African continent.

Case report

A 24-year-old nulliparous woman consulted for primary amenorrhoea at the gynaecological outpatient department of Charlotte Maxeke Johannesburg Academic Hospital, South Africa. The initial referral diagnosis was androgen insensitivity syndrome (formerly testicular feminisation). On physical examination, the patient was phenotypically female: height, 178 cm; weight, 72 kg; with normal secondary sexual characteristics (pubic and axillary hair was present, with breast development Tanner stage IV). Normal external genitalia with normal clitoris were observed. On speculum examination, vagina length was normal, the cervix appeared normal, and the Pap smear was reported to be normal.

On bimanual examination, the uterus was found to be of small size, and no adnexal masses were palpable. Investigations revealed the presence of elevated gonadotropins (follicle-stimulating hormone, luteinising hormone) and low levels of oestrogen. Testosterone was absent. A karyotype study revealed that the patient had 46,XY chromosome, which suggested the diagnosis of Swyer syndrome. A vaginal ultrasound scan confirmed the clinical findings of a normal shape uterus but hypoplastic, measuring 4.1 × 2 cm; the ovaries could not be visualised.

The patient underwent diagnostic and operative laparoscopy, where rudimentary streak ovaries were evident. Laparoscopic bilateral gonadectomy and salpingectomy were performed, and the histology confirmed the features of gonads replaced with fibrous tissue (streak ovaries). There was no neoplasia. Postoperatively the patient was started on combined oestrogen/progestin treatment in the form of combined oral contraception (COC), resuming normal menstrual cycles with good evolution. Two years after her initial presentation and treatment (including gonadectomy), the patient and her husband expressed an interest in pursuing pregnancy using an egg donor. The patient was introduced to the oocyte donation programme, and fell pregnant. The pregnancy was closely monitored. A healthy baby with an Apgar score of 9 was delivered by caesarean section at 38 weeks' gestation.

Discussion

Since the first description of Swyer syndrome in 1955, a number of cases have been reported. Pure 46,XY gonadal dysgenesis, also called Swyer syndrome, is characterised by 46,XY karyotype in a phenotypically female patient. Despite having the XY chromosome, girls or young women with Swyer syndrome appear quite normally female and have functional female genitalia and structures, including a vagina, uterus, cervix and fallopian tubes. According to the new classification of disorders of sex development (DSD), Swyer syndrome falls under the XY umbrella of DSD. The new (2008) proposed nomenclature is 46,XY complete gonadal dysgenesis, which encompasses any disorder in which chromosomal, gonadal or anatomic sex development is abnormal.7,8
Pathogenesis has been described during embryogenesis, where the early stages of genital development are similar in the male and female. Normal development in the female involves the growth of Müllerian elements and the atrophy of Wolffian ones. Moreover, the gonad itself in its early stage of genital development remains for a short period of time in a neutral stage (indifferent gonads) during which it is capable of developing into a testis or an ovary. The first step of sexual differentiation of a normal XY fetus is the development of testes, during the second month of gestation. This requires the action of several genes, the most important being SRY, the sex-determining region of the Y chromosome. Mutations of SRY account for 10 - 15% of cases of complete gonadal dysgenesis (Swyer syndrome).[4,6] In Swyer syndrome (46,XY pure gonadal dysgenesis), the indifferent gonads fail to differentiate into testes in an XY (genetically male) fetus. In the absence of testes, no testosterone or anti-Müllerian hormone (AMH) is produced. Without testosterone, the genitalia fail to virilise, resulting in normal female genitalia. The Wolffian ducts fail to develop, so no internal male organs are present. Without AMH, the Müllerian ducts develop into normal internal female organs (ureters, fallopian tubes, cervix and vagina).

As in the present case, the individual develops a normal female identity, although complicated by primary amenorrhoea and the possession of non-functional streak gonads instead of ovaries or testes. Before puberty (even in normal females), the ovaries play little or no role in bodily changes. Therefore the problem manifests at puberty, owing to the inability of the streak gonads to produce sex hormones (both oestrogens and androgens). Most secondary sexual characteristics do not develop, and there is a lack of menses in the majority of phenotypically female patients with pure gonadal dysgenesis.

In this case, the secondary sexual characteristics did develop, as pubic and axillary hair were present. This is attributable to the limited amount of androgen produced by adrenal glands, which are not affected by this syndrome. The breasts were developed, but not fully, as the main source of oestrogens was the peripheral aromatisation of androgens. This patient’s main complaint was primary amenorrhoea. Having been sexually active for 3 years, primary infertility was also a concern expressed at the first tertiary centre presentation.

Age of diagnosis is important in the management of Swyer syndrome, as the gonads of XY pure gonadal dysgenesis have a high risk of gonadal malignancy, such as a gonadoblastoma and germ cell tumour.[3,5] The postoperative evolution was uneventful, and the patient was started on COC on resuming menses. It is important to note that slow introduction of oestrogen may improve breast development.

In the case of this patient, diagnosis had been delayed, and was only confirmed at the age of 24 years. This case of a delayed diagnosis of Swyer syndrome 6 years after the initial consultation with the general practitioner was reported previously by the first author.[3,5] A study by Michala et al.[4] has shown that many women experience a delay in reaching an accurate diagnosis, often several years after the first presentation to their general practitioners. Delay in diagnosis is often due to a normal phenotypic appearance.

There is a need to increase scientific knowledge and awareness of the disorder among health professionals. Early diagnosis is important, not only because of the risk of gonadal malignancy, but also owing to the vital role that early institution of hormonal therapy plays in the induction of puberty. Hormone therapy may also be required to improve bone mineral density and to prevent osteoporosis.

Upon diagnosis, the patient and her husband were counselled with regard to her condition. Their understanding was ensured and she was referred to a genetic counselling centre, where they received guidance and support regarding the diagnosis, complications and outcomes. As seen in our case, patients with Swyer syndrome can achieve pregnancy through a donated oocyte programme and hormonal support during the early antenatal period. The presence of an XY genotype does not affect normal uterine and endometrial response, and the potential for patients to maintain a normal pregnancy and delivery confirms the physiological ability of the uterus to accommodate and maintain a successful pregnancy. As in our patient’s case, almost all reported pregnancies in patients with Swyer syndrome were delivered by caesarean section. This decision was based not on clear obstetric indications, but patient request. Others have considered that caesarean delivery may be more appropriate owing to a possible androgenic shape of the pelvis (though it is not obvious that this is correct), possible unstable lie of the baby and the hypoplastic uterus. Fewer than 13 live births have been reported in patients with Swyer syndrome.[5-13]

Patients with 46,XY pure gonadal dysgenesis do not appear to be at increased risk for the adverse pregnancy outcomes seen in patients with 45,X gonadal dysgenesis (Turner syndrome) or 46,Y mosaicism, which are mainly cardiovascular anomalies (e.g. aortic dilatation, coarctation or bicuspid aortic valve).[4,6] Height is particularly helpful in distinguishing patients with 46,XY pure gonadal dysgenesis from those with 45X/46,XY mosaicism.[2,3]

Conclusion
This case highlights the role of laparoscopy in not only the diagnosis but also the management of Swyer syndrome. The primary care physician needs to be aware of this condition, as early referral to tertiary centres is necessary for appropriate management.

A patient with 46,XY pure gonadal dysgenesis, in a specialist fertility programme, can establish and then maintain a normal pregnancy.
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